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Congratulations, Graduates!

Camden Bartlo  Aditya Gupta  Johnson Schwede
Nathaniel Berg  Yoongyu Heo  Succhay Sreenivas Gadhar
Caroline Brown*  Karen Huang  Harshini Subbiah
Jeffrey Cai  Natalie Jurkowski  Cliff Sun
David Cong  Declan King  Adam Tillou
Olivia Conners  Deepika Lankipalli  Luke Tu
Simon Connolly  Ella Lee  Andrew Wang
William Deinzer*  Matthew Li  James Weeks
George Dimopoulos  Alexander Liang  Daniel Wright
Justin Fan  Daren Liu  Eric Yang
Michael Gaile  William Oh  Hassan Zahra

*Winners of the GMP Founders Scholarship
Class of 2023

Our amazing graduates have been admitted to these colleges and universities: Albany College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, Clarkson University, Cornell University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mercyhurst University, Middlebury College, Princeton University, Purdue University, Rice University, University at Buffalo, University of California-Irvine, University of Glasgow, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Grainger School of Engineering, University of Maryland, University of Pennsylvania, University of Virginia.


Some of the honors and scholarships won by this year’s graduates include: 2023 Coca-Cola Scholars Program Semifinalist, Academic Distinction Scholarship, Angier B. Duke Memorial Scholarship, AP Scholar with Distinction (2), Bausch & Lomb Honorary Science Award, Bronze Presidential Volunteer Service Award, Cornell Tradition Fellow, Elmira Keystone Award, First Robotics Competition Regional Chairman’s Award, Herrmann Merit Award, Hispanic Scholarship Fund Scholar, Moody’s Foundation Scholarship, National Merit Commended Award, National Merit Scholarship Finalist (5), National Regeneron Biomedical Science Award, New York Conference All State, Office of Naval Research – Naval Science Award Senior Division, Pride of New York Scholarship (3), Quest Bridge National College Match Finalist, Storrs All High Photo Show Best Architecture, University of Rochester Xerox Award, University of Washington Purple & Gold Scholarship. We wish our graduates success in their academic careers!
GMP Ambassadors

Students entering GMP IV, V, and VI next year are invited to apply for a position as a GMP Ambassador. GMP Ambassadors are GMP students who represent us to younger students, families and alumni. This could be a great learning and leadership experience for you and for your college application. For more information and an application see our website (under announcements) http://giftedmath.buffalo.edu. The application deadline is June 3rd.

Evaluate the GMP Program

We welcome constructive feedback of GMP here: https://giftedmath.buffalo.edu/current/evaluate.php.

Distinguished Accomplishments

Soumyadeep Bhattacharjee (GMP 5) earned a Distinguished Honorable Mention on the General Test at the Stanford Mathematics Tournament.

Matthew Cwiklinski (GMP1) has earned his 2nd Degree Black Belt in Taekwondo.

Ryan Fisk (GMP 4) received a scholarship to attend the American Numismatic Association Summer Seminar at Colorado College in Colorado Springs where he will learn about coin grading with some of the top experts in the country. The American Numismatic Association is a nonprofit dedicated to the study of currency analysis and the hobby of coin collecting.

Have a safe and happy summer!
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